The first ankyrin-like repeat is the minimum indispensable key structure for functional assembly of homo- and heteromeric TRPC4/TRPC5 channels.
The closely related TRPC4 and TRPC5 proteins, members of the canonical transient receptor potential (TRPC) family, assemble into either homo- or heterotetrameric, non-selective cation-channels. To elucidate domains that mediate channel complex formation, we evaluated dominant negative effects of N- or C-terminal TRPC4/5 fragments on respective currents of full-length proteins overexpressed in HEK293 cells with whole-cell electrophysiology. Confocal Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) measurements enabled to probe the interaction potential of these CFP/YFP-labelled fragments in vivo. Only N-terminal fragments that included the first ankyrin-like repeat potently down-regulated TRPC4/TRPC5 currents, while fragments including either the second ankyrin-like repeat and the coiled-coil domain or the C-terminus remained ineffective. Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy data suggested that the dominant negative N-terminal fragments led to a predominantly intracellular localisation of coexpressed TRPC5 proteins. FRET measurements clearly revealed that only fragments including the first ankyrin-like repeat were able to multimerise. Moreover a TRPC5 mutant that lacked the first ankyrin-like repeat was unable to homo-multimerise, failed to interact with wild-type TRPC5 and resulted in non-functional channels.